
 

                            Savannah Dispatches no 5 Special edition 

                                EAST RAND DISTRICT SPORTS DAY 

When we completed the last Savannah Dispatches it was agreed that the District Sports Day should have a 

standalone special edition. Not only was it because of the number of photographs we had on hand but 

because of its importance as an East Rand District event. It was the first to be held by the District and will 

become a regular event.  

The day started out a little cloudy and there were concerns about the weather but as the day wore on it 

became warmer and we enjoyed very good weather.  

The activities started very early with various stands and stalls being set up for refreshments and the actual 

sporting events, 

        

Getting all the important stuff off- loaded. Moth Brewmaster Rory supervising the manhandling of his 

precious cargo. It wasn’t destined to last that long......  

 

There was a deal of preparation to be done befor the games could begin. The fields were marked out ready 

for such things as sack races. 

Jimmy seem very serious occupied measuring something on the wall.... Dartboard? 



Thats Old Bill Kenny from Revielle Shellhole in the red shirt. It seems he may be supervising but then again 

maybe not. 

        

Here we have Moth Kenny again, most likely strolling over to the Savannah Shellhole stand to see how the 

professionals go about setting up. 

          

Old Bill Gavin looking very fit and ready for action but wondering where the rest of his Shellhole had got 

to? No need to look far.......at the Craft Beer stand. Moth Mike wanting to get his beer before the Old Bill 

arrived. Moth Kevin looking very casual but with the clouds about there wasnt much for the Budgie Gunners 

to do. 

 

      

Seems Moth Mike had some time to finish his beer before the Old Bill arrived.  

Busted... Mike you must compeat in the race. Moths Gavin and Mike looking very smart and proffesional in 

their sporting gear.   



This illusion wasnt destined to last very long. 

 

 

By now the word had spread and the beers were going fast. Is that Moths Mikes original beer or a top up?  It 

was great to see the members of other Shellholes learning to drink proper beer. Well done Moth Rory!  

 

    

 

Here we have Moth Patrick wondering how Shellburst Shellhole can call their shirts blue, especially when 

they run in the wrong direction.  



                    

To the victor the spoils and to Moth Patrick the spills. Could be the Shellburst competitor tripped him? 

The tug-of-war was an event to behold, the rules were never really that clear and the numbers on each side 

seemed to change as the event progressed. 

                       

         



There were numerous other events in which we all tried to take part in some more successfullly than others, 

                    

Beer drinking althougth not an official event seemed to be very popular. Not sure what the next event was 

called but it looks like Moths Mike and Patrick are simply stealing tyres? 

            ....... 

Moths David and Jimmy enthusiastically taking part in the Milo drinking competition if you believe that you 

will believe anything 

                

Our very own allrounder, Moth Mike. Cycling and golf........this should be good. We wonder if after the beer 

drinking competion if he could actually see that golf ball? 

 



The shooting was the real embarrasment, there we all were looking at these rather fancy air rifles and not 

really knowing what to do. To think most of us had earned marksman badges...... The Gunners said the 

target was too close and the Cloud Puncher Gunners kept looking up at the birds. 

      

Our Raid Bill, looking very serious, only took about 20 minutes to get off his first shot...... After 10 shots 

there was one hole in the target. He claimed the other 9 shots went through the same hole. The judges didnt 

buy that!!! 

During the day there were many strange sights to behold, so its fitting to illustrate some of the characters 

that   were seen at the event 

                     

Best not to comment on the first photo.... Old Bill showing off the wounds from a recent operation and 

looking pretty good for it. Moth Mike just showing off. Deep discussion or serious drinking? 

     

Savannah are well know for hanging people, the Raid Bill looks a little worried. Moth Mike finds it all very 

funny and Moth Patrick seems to be looking normal again. 



     . 

Moth Craigs expression just about sums it all up. Next we have Moth Zepplin! Take care Mike with all the 

hot air and heat about, remember the Hindenberg !!!!!!!  

 

 

A very happy couple, the Old Bill and Mrs Old Bill Fiona. More merriment, cant say what is in Moth Mikes 

beer. Reuniting with an old friend, Moth Ronnie from Tim Lukin Shellhole . We must not forget the ladies 

who played such an important role especially with the cooking. 

 

   

 



 

More happy faces, what do we call that Mothers Love? The ladies came is all shapes, could that be Moth 

Craig, wonder where Moth Mike is? 

For our Shellhole the real highlight was the Potjie Competion. Preparations started early in the morning with 

all the chopping and cutting up of the ingredients. While we had a whole team assisting with the cooking, 

most were there purley in supervisory roles. There were actually only two members who can really claim the 

credit for all the hard work and bringing home the trophy. 

        

Master Chef Marlene who made the wonderful braai bread. Moth Master Chef David who put in a good deal 

of hard work, no fun cutting onions?   

 

All starting to look very appetising, seems those onions were just too much for Moth David. A hub cap? 

Now we know why Moth Patrick stole the tyre. 



The less said about the judging the better. Old Bill Kenny from Reveille and our own Moth Trevor were the 

judges. Rumour has it that there were bribes paid but those are only rumours. Below ready for judging. 

       

                    

Moth Mike laying down the rules for the judges, yes, they were Savannah rules. 

                                

They both seem to not want to finish their s but Moth Trevor seems to be enjoying his helping. 

                                            

 



     

           The winning team and the coverted trophy, well done all that helped our master chefs. 

Let us not forget all the other events and prize winners, well done to you all, not only for winning but for 

being there. 

   

 

 

 

 



    

  

            

 

The District was fairly well represented but special thanks to Shellburst Shellhole and the MMA for the 

good attendance. Savannah as usual was very well represented. 

 

      

All in all the real winners of the day were the Shellhole members who took the time out to support this 

event. 

It is hoped that the next one will have a better attendence and the call is out to the West Rand District to also 

challenge us. 

 



  

    The Shellburst Shellhole contingent who did so well and the always present group from the MMA.   

  

         The blue shirts from Savannah Shellhole             The participants from the East Rand Distict Shellholes 

    

In true Moth style the day ended with a braai, organised by Reveille Shellhole, well done to all at Reveille. 

                                                             



 ..  

 

 

  

 


